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Cost Model - Reinventing retail assets
In the face of tough market conditions, landlords, developers and owner/occupier
retailers are looking at new business models – by reinventing their existing assets,
it is possible to unlock unrealised value. Nic Di Santo and Michael Grover of alinea
consulting consider some of the challenges involved
01 / Economic context
Retailers and retail asset owners
are suffering under the strain of
business-rate liabilities, the increasing
prominence of internet shopping,
falling footfall, strong demand for
discounting and rising operational
costs. In addition, consumer trends
are changing to reportedly favour
brands offering individualism and
easy access. Last year was one of the
toughest periods for retailers/retail
asset owners, with a net loss of 7,550
units.

An analysis of 650 town centres by
The Local Data Company revealed
that, increasingly, retail units are
undergoing structural changes, with
units being converted into residential
or office use, split into smaller units
or even demolished as landlords seek
to reduce their exposure to a difficult
market.

02 / The retail space

03 / Consumer confidence and personal finance

A recent parliamentary report –
High streets and town centres in
2030 – identified four systemic
issues – an overprovision of retail
space; fragmented ownership; high
fixed costs for retailers and business
taxation.

The Asda Income Tracker, created
with the Centre for Economics
Business Research (CEBR), gives an
insight into the money left over after
tax and items such as groceries and
bills have been paid for.

Footfall has reduced across the
board, partly caused by poor weather
in 2019 to date, but largely because
of political and economic uncertainty.
The Local Data Company reported
persistent vacancy as an issue, with
3.5% of high-street units across
Britain having been vacant for more
than three years. This is partly due to
demand for retail space sinking to its
lowest level since 2012.
The inflexible nature of the properties
escalates the problem and empty
properties can cause a negative
feedback loop, discouraging further
investment and reducing shopper
experience.

The study shows that shoppers have
more money in their pocket than a
year ago, as weekly family spending
power increased by £8.21 (to £208/
week) in the year to April, a 4.1%
increase, although 2% lower than a
month before.
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Now they are suffering from the
same blight as the rest of the high
street, and often occupying large and
inefficient plots that pose a difficult
regeneration challenge, limiting
their ability to keep up with modern
shoppers’ expectations.

Vitally for retailers, shoppers are
becoming more selective about
where they spend their money.
According to Visa, food and drink
sales increased 4.7% annually while
clothing and footwear saw a 4.7%
decline.
Overall, data on consumer spending
revealed a fourth consecutive
monthly fall year-on-year. Given the
stagnant nature of real wages since
2008, this is perhaps not surprising
– since 2008 inflation has increased
25% while wages have risen just 20%.

Annual CPI and Wage Growth in the UK
Wage growth
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Percentage change

The first point is the most pertinent
for this article. One in 10 town-centre
retail units are vacant according
to data from the British Retail
Consortium.

Department stores have suffered
too, with House of Fraser entering
administration in August 2018 and
John Lewis reporting a 99% drop
in profit for the first half of the
same year. Others are undertaking

repurposing retail space programmes
to meet the needs of modern
consumers. Once the pinnacle of the
retail experience, department stores
often anchor wider shopping centres
or high streets, both of which are
struggling to find their way in the
modern market.
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Driving retail sales
Evidence shows people are still shopping (albeit to
a lesser extent) and enjoy the experience. Amazon’s
entry to the high street demonstrates the value of a
physical presence as an advertisement and somewhere
consumers can experience or try an item before
buying.
However, in order to reduce overheads, retailers need
to either lower their use of rentable floor space (and
consider square foot density as well as sales per

What options do asset owners
have?
The consumer market is shifting
focus towards engagement spaces.
A modern department store, for
example, has a wider mix of retail
uses to increase footfall and to
support the business case. This may
include experiences such as personal
shopping, interactive screens for
purchasing clothing and makeup,
rooftop gardens with fine dining, or
open air cinemas – entertainment
and leisure are often combined within
more flexible spaces.
Analysing demographics and local
market needs, to build a business
case, achieving the right mix of uses
and the introduction of reinvented
retail spaces is the key to success.
For existing assets in a prime
location, negotiating planning
policies, utilising unused or unwanted
spaces, and employing innovative
design and effective space planning
are all important ingredients.
However, the constraints of the
existing building fabric and layout
can present retailers with fresh
challenges.

Retailer owner-occupier options
A variety of options should be
explored by a client looking to
enhance its existing retail asset.
Perhaps the easiest option would be
to knock the asset down and rebuild
completely it to cater for modern
tastes. However, this is an unlikely
scenario, especially when location,
existing customer base, and the
requirement to maintain a revenue
stream are taken into consideration.

square foot), or introduce new ways to increase footfall.
Some stores with an Amazon locker have reported foot
traffic increases of more than 8%, with more than 50% of
this traffic having made their first visit to the store.
Primark’s new Birmingham store demonstrates this. The
largest clothing store in the world covers five storeys and
160,000ft2, aiming to create a “leisure destination”, with
a beauty studio and food venues intended to drive sales
volumes.

Relocating to a nearby, downsized
offer is more likely, to release the
saleable asset (which has its own
challenges). Another option is to
remodel/downsize the existing store
to unlock this value while continuing
to trade.
The decision to relocate and free
up an asset for repurposing must
be balanced against the ability to
relocate existing employees, and the
potential loss of presence in a highprofile area.
Balanced against this is the risk
that the freed-up asset may not get
planning permission for the proposed
repurposing as local

Landlord or developer-led
considerations
Developers regaining possession
of redundant or underperforming
retail spaces often look to repurpose
their assets as a whole or in part. A
developer’s interest is to generate
an income from the asset, yet there
is a balance to be struck between
construction costs and programme.
A financially viable scheme which
has onerous planning permission
conditions may present a risk to
programme or income generation.

Considerations
Retail owner-occupier

Landlord / developer

• What is the key driver for the
scheme?

• Is it possible to knock down the
asset and rebuild?

• Will the asset be vacated in part or
wholly?

•W
 hat is the effect on the
immediate surroundings?

• Can trade be moved temporarily
to another location during
development?

•W
 hat are the durations of other
leases?

• Can trade accommodate periods
of shut down?

• Is it worth achieving vacant
possession from long lease clients?

• How extensive are the works?

•C
 onsideration of phasing to
accommodate long lease clients?

• How to work around retailimposed constraints?

•W
 hat balances of the mix must be
considered?

• What alternative uses of redundant • How to work around retail imposed
space can be considered?
constraints?
• Is the client’s brief practical?
• Is the disruption to existing trading
too disruptive?

•W
 hat opportunities exist in
retaining the existing base build,
remodelling to unlock further
value?

Planning considerations including some onerous S278, S106 agreements,
affordable housing and Part L.
4
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Primark’s new Birmingham store
demonstrates this. The largest clothing
store in the world covers five storeys and
160,000ft2, aiming to create a “leisure
destination”, with a beauty studio and food
venues intended to drive sales volumes.

04 / Fundamental options
Asset repurposing development
options might include knocking
down and rebuilding, repurposing a
vacated existing shell by modifying
and extending, or retaining or
downsizing the retail and introducing
a new mixed-use while the store still
trades.
Key considerations for repurposing
an existing vacated department
store into a commercial and retail
mixed-use scheme
If a commercial and retail mixed-use
scheme is being pursued it is worth
considering whether the resulting
scheme could obtain planning
consent and get the desired rentals.
For a commercial use, British Council
for Offices (BCO) guidelines define
a good fit-out as one that optimises
productivity, provides value for
money, recognises the needs and
aspirations of the employer and
takes sustainability seriously. The
scheme needs to deliver such
attributes. Developing a scheme to
maximise the value of the asset is
the overriding objective. Identifying

unused space in the existing building
and the potential to extend sideways
or upwards would be the starting
point. As part of this exercise, it
is important to be aware of the
architectural considerations of the
new configuration.

development. Compromises will
be inevitable, the extent being the
difference between a viable or nonviable scheme.

Numerous options and their
associated costs need to be explored.
If an existing asset cannot achieve
some of the above criteria it does
not render the scheme non-viable,
but may affect the rental incomes
that could be achieved on the

The entrance for any commercial
space needs to be positioned in
order to maximise rental values and
distinguish itself from other uses.
Making the most of shared facilities
such as stair cores can create a more
favourable appraisal.

Core considerations

The design team will need to
consider the location (and number)
Space planning
of cores. If existing cores can be
Configuring uses together is a
reused, this will be a benefit to the
difficult space planning process,
scheme, but inevitably modifications
especially when considering any
and new cores will be required to
constraints stemming from the
suit the needs of the new scheme
existing building. Innovative design
– for example, to accommodate
and smart engineering solutions can
structural stability, fire strategy,
often achieve the desired layout and
vertical transportation and services
floor plate arrangement. Typically, net distribution.
to gross ratios will be compromised
New entrances and core positions
due to additional cores, plant areas
need to be identified to enable best
and the requirement for other
value and income with minimal
ancillary uses.
effect on the various building uses.
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Positioning of the main core needs
to ensure the floorplate depth is
sufficient for office use. The optimal
number of cores required to service
various uses will be a critical study
and making use of any existing
cores will be advantageous. It may
be possible in some cases to share
cores (such as goods lifts and some
stair access in offices and retail) but
this can affect ownership and leasing
agreements, possibly affecting the
values if the retail demand becomes
too burdensome. It is important to
note that if the scheme includes
a residential option, the ability to
share cores is curtailed by planning,
affordable housing requirements and
statute.

Typically, strengthening of the
existing columns becomes necessary
when more than two additional
floors are added, and a commercial
extension may require a transfer
structure to transfer the load
between the different commercial
and retail grids. Massing will need
to be carefully considered as it
could cause planning issues or
attract rights of light discussions
and compensation agreements. The
value benefits of height need to be
compared to relative cost and area
inefficiencies.

Lighting

The presence of atriums in existing
retail schemes can serve as a benefit
to commercial schemes which
Structure
generally prefer natural lighting.
Fabric investigations are required
If optimum window-to-window or
to validate existing drawings,
atrium spans cannot be achieved,
dimensions, loading capacity
existing or additional atriums can
and performance of the existing
facilitate natural light flow, if not,
structure. Establishing the age of
additional atriums could be required.
the building and which building
Any facade works will be a key cost
code was applied to the original
driver and need to carefully consider
construction needs to be understood. aesthetics, thermal performance and
Existing buildings sometimes have
the ratio of solid to glazed area. It
capacity to extend upwards without
may not be necessary under planning
additional strengthening. Structural
permission to match the facade of
interventions to the existing frame,
the new use with the existing or
grid and substructures to suit the
surrounding buildings and sometimes
new scheme should be kept to a
a contrast can be used to distinguish
minimum.
between use types.

Services
In order to determine the
requirement for substation upgrades,
it is important to understand
the available capacity within
the building’s existing electrical
infrastructure. Should the required
load greatly exceed that which
is available, external electrical
infrastructure upgrades will be
required. The overall servicing
strategy to the building needs to
be considered for all uses. Typically,
different building uses require
independent plant, which will
increase the development’s MEP cost
and affect design efficiencies due to
additional space take.
A1 units located at ground level
will require supply and extract
ventilation, usually achieved through
louvres at ground level, but A3 units
will also require fire-rated kitchen
extract risers terminating at roof
level. Extracting to this level will
require access to be considered so
that a regular cleaning regime can
be undertaken without affecting the
commercial tenancy.
Utility servicing to different uses
will cost more than in a single use
building, however (depending on the
leasing arrangement) services can
often be provided by the landlord
with a suitable metering strategy

05 / K
 ey considerations for retaining an existing trading department store with the
introduction of commercial use
Before a decision can be made as to
the scale and remit of a remodel, the
retailer needs to define the trading
considerations in which the works
will take place. While it may be
more lucrative to continue trading
throughout the development period,
it adds further complexity and can
become particularly complicated
when there is a need to minimise
disruption or perceived presence,
therefore adding risk to the appraisal.
If the asset cannot be closed,
vacated in part, or trade temporarily
moved to another location
consideration needs to be given to
trading-imposed constraints and the

practicality of the brief.
Creating a new use or uses in a live
trading environment is challenging.
Works to interfaces and separation
works zones, strengthening works
and services will affect trade, life
safety systems need to be kept
operational at all times with minimal
disruption to general operating
systems including ICT equipment.
Above all, during heavy demolition
and construction, the health and
safety of construction workers,
employees, customers and the
public is paramount. This will
require phasing and sequencing of
6

the works, logistics management
including out of hours working will be
required to satisfy the requirements
of working on a live site.
For a rooftop extension the challenge
is building a new structure around
existing critical plant. The main
options include:
1. Retain and build around using
transfer structures: connections
to areas served are retained or
reinstated as required with new
connections to atmosphere
incorporated into the new extension.
2. Replicate, reconnect and demolish:
the plant is replicated on a different
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in order to recover costs through
the service charge. In some cases,
this method has also been adopted
for the landlord’s heating and
cooling systems, to eliminate the
landlord’s requirement to allocate
future tenant plant space within the
development, often at roof level.
An alternative solution is that the
landlord facilitates the retail tenant
in bringing in services directly
from a utility provider which will
eliminate the requirement of a retail
metering strategy and the landlord’s
responsibility to provide services.

Procuring for success
By their very nature, complex cut
and carve mixed-use schemes
in existing retail assets, require a
bespoke skill set to deliver a viable
scheme. Understanding the various
use characteristics and how these
integrate is part of the challenge
and is an important factor when
considering the procurement
strategy. Seeking contractors with
strong, proven records in this area
will be a prerequisite. The scale
and complexity of the works often
requires pre-construction input, and
the size and phasing of the project
will help to determine how the work
will be allocated. Assessing the
capabilities, capacity and covenant of
the supply chain is a must.

The Department Store, Brixton – this scheme offered an ingenious solution
to revitalising retail buildings that are architecturally significant but
commercially redundant. An ornate yet dilapidated red-brick Victorian
emporium was beautifully renovated into a restaurant with offices above

level and reconnected to the existing structure, such as steel beam and
distribution. The existing plant is then metal deck solution for a commercial
stripped out.
use load of approximately 3.5kpa for
main floor areas will provide the most
3. Phased changeover: temporarily
cost effective solution for the new
existing plant and temporary
upper floors.
equipment supports critical services
while new plant is installed in an
alternative location followed by a
phased changeover.

At the outset, it will be important
to understand the existing servicing
strategy, constraints, age of the plant
for the existing building and if the
A decision needs to be made if the
existing retail grid is to be applied or plant can be retained and shared or a
a BCO desired grid of say 9 x 9.3 is to separate strategy is desired.
be used. The latter requires a heavy
Complex servicing routes and
transfer structure that increases the
critical plant should be avoided
load and comes with a significant
and not moved unless life expired,
cost uplift. Either way, a lightweight
then replace and relocate. The main
7

challenges are the retention of the
vertical routes to the area served,
connectivity to atmosphere for intake
and exhaust and the amount of
associated equipment. Plant such as
chillers will need to be airborne due
to the demand for high ventilation
rates, and these require positioning
on the new roof.
Reconnections or changeovers
take time, these will need to be
carefully planned from a design and
programme perspective and likely to
necessitate a shutdown overnight or
even possibly for a few days avoiding
peak trading periods such as the run
up to Christmas.
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06 / About the Cost Model
This cost model looks at repurposing an existing retail department store, which has been vacated into a retail and
commercial mixed use development. It is located in the West End of London.

The existing building comprises
A single-storey basement and is
arranged over seven levels totalling a
gross floor area of 43,960m2.
•T
 he primary structural frame
consists of steel frame and columns
encased in concrete supporting
cast in situ slabs formed using clay
pot void former.
•T
 he existing facade is made up
of reconstituted stone panels and
single glazed steel windows to
upper floors.

Proposed scheme comprises:
•A
 ssumes a rooftop extension of
four new levels adding 15,200m2 of
additional gross floor area to the
existing, and covers 59,160m2 in
total gross area.
•T
 he uses consist of 33,300m2 of
office accommodation to all levels
and 8,010m2 of A1 & A3 retail units
at ground and rooftop level which
also includes a roof garden.
•T
 he ownership is not split and it is
assumed that the plant is shared.
•A
 ll the existing foundations and
cores are not modified as they
provide the required stability.
•T
 o accommodate the new floors
and required loading the columns
to the existing building are
strengthened with a concrete
jacket.
•F
 or layout and servicing purposes
the roof plant area to level 7 is
demolished, the existing atrium
is reconfigured. An existing fourpassenger lift core is modified,
a new core consisting of four
passenger lifts, 2nr goods lift, 2nr
fire fighting and stair cores are
added with localised foundation to
service all floors.

• A dedicated passenger and goods
• Dry risers and landlords sprinkler
lift is created for the A1 unit 2 levels.
system are provided along with fire
and voice alarm systems, building
• A dedicated passenger lift for the
management systems (BMS) and
A3 units to the rooftop for later
energy management systems
hours access.
(EMS) systems, landlords wifi to
• The existing stair cores are
reception areas only and security
extended to the new upper floor.
systems to basement and ground
• The existing reconstituted stone
only; however, a landlords common
facade is retained on two sides
network system is excluded.
of the building, level 1-6 only. The
• Retail units are delivered as a shell
stone is cleaned and made good
with the following connections
and windows replaced. Thermal
to A1 units; drainage, cold water,
backing is included to the inner
electrical, sprinkler and fire alarm.
face. All ground floor shopfronts
A3 units are also provided with a
are removed.
gas connection and a fire rated
• The MEP is all new, is based on cast
ductwork riser to roof level.
iron rainwater drainage, MDPE soil
• All rates are base date Q1 2019.
and vent serving toilet and shower
• Exclusions from this cost model
facilities.
include fees, VAT, demolitions, site
• Low-temperature and domestic hot
clearance, external works, incoming
water is produced by basement
utilities, section 106/278, CIL
located boilers with flues to roof
payments and the like.
level.
• Water cooled chillers located in
the basement provide chilledwater
installations with roof mounted
cooling towers for heat rejection.
• Air handling units are provided onfloor with intake/exhaust air taken
from localised facade louvres.
•B
 asement ventilation is fire rated
where necessary, toilet extract
systems are centralised but supply
is localised.
• New transformers and LV
switchboards/distribution/
lighting/ containment are provided
throughout.
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07 / Cost Model for repurposing a retail space
Total
(£)

Element / Description

£/m2
(GIFA)

Percentage
of work
(%)

Demolition / enabling / site preparation to existing building
Temporary and protective works generally

675,000

Soft strip of existing, 43,960m2 @ 55

2,417,800

Allowance for minor demolition of existing: 7th-floor plant rooms, basement slab
for lift pits (12nr), openings for new cores , risers and extended stair cores

1,700,000

Removal of existing facade including access scaffolding, 7,688m @200

1,537,600

Main contractor preliminaries @ 16%, OH&P @5%, contract fixed price / risk @5%

1,766,000

Total demolition and site preparation

8,096,000

136.85

100%

Substructure

850,000

14.37

1%

Works to existing building: Allowance for foundation to main lift core assumed,
raft foundation tying into existing pads to support proposed stability core;
including excavation and disposal, raft slab 140m2 (1.5m deep) including hard-core,
waterproofing and amendments to drainage below slab

840,000

Allowance for infilling existing escalator pits with a reinforced concrete slab
including permanent formwork and stitching into existing slab, 2nr @ 5,000

10,000

Frame

6,771,000

114.45

6%

Works to existing building:
Allowance for strengthening to existing columns, 100nr @ 15,000

1,500,000

Allowance for modifications to existing frame to support new reconfiguration ie
atrium, infilling existing openings, creating new openings

180,000

Allowance for new concrete core walls (4nr passenger lift, 2nr goods lift, 2nr
firefighting lift), 2,048m2 @350

716,800

41.26

2%

2

Shell and core

Allowance for new concrete core walls dedicated rooftop A3 lift, 288m2 @ 350

100,800

Allowance for new concrete core walls dedicated rooftop A1 basement unit, 72m
@ 350

25,200

Works to rooftop extension: Steel frame; constructed of universal steel member
and inclusive of connections and 90 minute intumescent paint fire protection
15,200m2 @ 250

3,800,000

Reinforced concrete shear walls; 300mm thick c40 concrete including
reinforcement at 200kg/m3 and formwork and kickers to sides, 1,280m2 @ 350

448,000

Upper floors

2,441,000

Works to existing building: Allowance for alterations works to existing atrium i.e,
infill existing opening in part and where escalator openings included with 200mm
in-situ reinforced concrete floor including trimming steels, stitching into existing
and new structure, 264m2 @ 300

79,200

Infill existing openings generally with 200mm in situ reinforced concrete
floor including trimming steels and stitching into existing and new
structure (plant space), 1,800m2 @ 300

540,000

Allowance for modification for slab to level 7 i.e, make good existing slab,
i.e, removal of existing build up, including openings and connections for
new steel column structure, 4,460m2 @ 120

535,200

2
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Total
(£)

Element / Description
Works to rooftop extension: Composite holorib and concrete topper to
upper floors; 200mm thick, including reinforcement and movement joints,
10,720m2 @ 120

1,286,400

Stairs

600,000

Works to existing building: Allowance for making good to existing stairs
including new handrail and balustrade to comply with regulations, 47
flights @ 6,000

282,000

Reinforced internal staircase, dog leg, half landing, total rise per floor,
3.8m including reinforcement and formwork and mild steel balustrade to
retail units, 2nr @ 18,000

36,000

Allowance for modifications to existing stairs for connectivity to new
stairs 1 @ 66,000

66,000

Works to rooftop extension: Reinforced internal staircase, dog leg, half
landing, total rise per floor, 3.8m including reinforcement and formwork
and mild steel balustrade, 12nr @ 18,000

216,000

Roof

3,543,000

£/m2
(GIFA)

Percentage
of work
(%)

10.14

1%

59.89

3%

276.83

14%

No works to existing roof
Works to rooftop extension: Roof slab; 300mm thick including waterproof
membrane and insulation, 5,600m2 @ 330
1,848,000
Allowance for commercial office roof sundries lift overruns, stairs and the
like

66,000

Sedum green roof inclusive of soak away, 1,200m @ 200

240,000

2

Roof garden timber decking, 885m2 @ 300

265,500

Rainwater drainage above ground, access, flashings, 5,600m @ 30

168,000

Atrium roof comprising framing, glazing and upstand, 230m @ 3,000

690,000

Allowance for roof landscaping and planters, 885m @ 300

265,500

External walls, windows and doors

16,377,000

Works to existing building and rooftop extension: Schueco or equivalent
aluminium stick system including ironmongery to commercial building
3,409m2 @ 1,000

3,409,000

Clean and make good existing retained reconstituted stone façade,
3,935m2 @ 350

1,377,250

2

2

2

Windows, powder coated aluminium, double-glazed units, 1,450m @ 550

797,500

Aluminium powder coated stick curtain shopfront to A3 units, 1,229m @
1,000

1,229,000

e.o above for structural supports to retail shopfront openings, 1,229m2 @
200

245,800

Office entrance; powder-coated aluminium frame and glazing including
soffit.

200,000

Extra over above item for structural supports 2 bays

35,000

Entrance revolving doors, 2nr @ 120,000

240,000

Allowance for external doors

156,000

Allowance for facade mock-up and testing (partial)

240,000

Facade cleaning – BMU

600,000

2

2
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Total
(£)

Element / Description
Louvre plant screens for AHU on floors, 288m2 @ 850

£/m2
(GIFA)

Percentage
of work
(%)

244,800

Works to rooftop extension: Schueco or equivalent aluminium stick
system including ironmongery to commercial building, 4,015m2 @ 1,000

4,015,000

Glazed/aluminium rainscreen cladding to A3 units, 1,196m @ 750

897,000

External doors, powder-coated aluminium, double-glazed units including
ironmongery, 10nr @ 20,000

200,000

Louvre plant screening, 336m @ 650

218,400

2

2

Allowance for roof plantroom walls, faced one brick wall, 636m2 @ 200

127,200

Roof parapet – solid/glazed to roof garden, 375m @ 600

225,000

Allowance for facade mock-up and testing (partial)

120,000

General access scaffold, 15,000m @ 120

1,800,000

Internal walls, partitions and doors

7,352,000

2

2

Internal block walls to separate A1, A3 units, 3,653m2 @ 130

124.27

6%

220.45

12%

474,890

Blockwork to enclose plant rooms, storage and demise areas, 12,454m @
110

1,369,940

Blockwork walls to stair cores, 2,000m @ 130

260,000

Atrium walls part glazed (fire rated), part solid, 2,396m2 @ 1,800

4,312,800

Thermal backing to existing facade, 3,935m @ 90

354,150

Doors to lift lobbies within commercial office building; double leaf, timber
veneered inclusive of ironmongery and vision panel, 40nr @ 5,000

200,000

Internal riser door to commercial office building; single, including painted
softwood frame, hardwood veneer and ironmongery, 155nr @ 780

120,900

Fire rated doors to commercial office circulation; single leaf including
ironmongery, 180nr @ 1,440

259,200

Internal finishes, fittings, furnishing and equipment

13,042,000

E.o for enhanced finish to roof A3 access, 79m2 @ 600

47,400

Allowance for finish to cycle store and access, 643m @ 60

38,580

Reception fit-out including folded metal reception desk, tenant sign
board, mat-well back painted glass feature wall, plasterboard and painted
wall, terrazzo slab floor, suspended plasterboard ceiling with track light
LEDs, 1,105m2 @ 2,000

2,210,000

2

2

2

2

WC fit-out including gypsum gypliner universal metal framed partition
system, using two layers moisture resistant boards and 1 layer of plywood,
suspended plasterboard ceiling taped and jointed, IPS duct panelling to
walls, porcelain tile splash back, duravit Happy d toilet pans, wash hand
basins with gerbera flush plates and taps. One hand dryer, soap dispenser,
toilet roll holder per WC and shower units 1,859m2 @ 3,000
5,577,000
Lift lobby fit-out including plasterboard and painted core wall, suspended
plasterboard ceiling, vinyl flooring and signage, 1,332m2 @ 1,500

1,998,000

Fitting out back of house common area; painted direct to blockwork or
plasterboard walls, vinyl to floor and suspended ceiling, 8,117m2 @ 300

2,435,100

Cycle racks to cycle store; josta double stack galvanised steel, 120nr @
1,300

156,000

Statutory and wayfinding signage

60,000
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Total
(£)

Element / Description
External signage

60,000

Sundry fittings

90,000

Lockers

10,000

Furniture and fittings to roof garden

240,000

Allowance for atrium cleaning cradle and support structure

120,000

MEP and vertical transportation

38,217,000

Disposal installations, 59,160m @ 18

1,064,880

Water installations, 59,160m @ 19

1,124,040

2

2

Heat source, 59,160m2 @ 7

£/m2
(GIFA)

Percentage
of work
(%)

645.99

34%

32.30

2%

414,120

Space heating and air treatment, 59,160m @ 137

8,104,920

Ventilation systems, 59,160m @ 40

2,366,400

Electrical installations, 59,160m @ 160

9,465,600

Gas installations @ 59,160m @ 3

177,480

2

2

2

2

Protective installations, 59,160m2 @ 26

1,538,160

Communication, security and controls installations, 59,160m @ 89

5,265,240

MEP testing and commissioning, 59,160m @ 15

887,400

MEP trade contractors preliminaries, 59,160m @ 60

3,549,600

Vertical transportation, 59,160m @ 72

4,259,520

Builders work @ 5%

1,911,000

BWIC @ 5%

1,910,850

Sub-total (rounded)

91,104,000

1,539.96

80%

Main contractor preliminaries and general @ 15%

13,666,000

231.00

12%

Main contractor overhead and profit @ 5%

5,239,000

88.56

5%

Contingency @ 3%

3,300,000

55.78

3%

Total shell and core (rounded)

113,309,000

1,915.30

100%

Internal finishes, fittings, furnishing and equipment

3,578,000

107.45

17%

Plasterboard and painted to core wall; 1nr 12,5mm gyproc wallboard,
25mm insulation, taped and jointed including two mist costs, 1,485m2 @
55

81,675

Raised floor system including pedestals, adhesives and all associated
fixings and fixtures nominal finished floor height, 150mm maximum
200mm, 33,300m2 @ 50

1,665,000

Suspended metal tile ceiling including all fixings and access hatches,
33,300m2 @ 55

1,831,500

MEP and vertical transportation

13,087,000

393.00

63%

2

2

2

2

Preliminaries and contingencies

Commercial office Category A fit out
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Total
(£)

Element / Description

£/m2
(GIFA)

Percentage
of work
(%)

Space heating and air treatment, 33,300m2 @ 245

8,158,500

Electrical installations, 33,300m @ 110

3,663,000

2

Protective installations, 33,300m @ 28

932,400

Communication, security and controls Installations, 33,300m2 @ 10

333,000

Builders work @ 5%

654,000

19.64

3%

Sub-total (rounded)

17,319,000

520.09

83%

Main contractor preliminaries and general @ 12%

2,078,000

62.40

10%

Main contractor overhead and profit @ 5%

970,000

29.13

5%

Contingency @ 2.5%

509,000

15.29

2%

Total commercial office Category A fit-out (rounded)

20,876,000

626.91

100%

1,479,000

25.00

11%

25.10

11%

187.20

79%

2

Preliminaries and contingencies

Other works
Utility connections
Utilities reinforcement including BWIC, 59,160m @ 25

1,479,000

Public realm / landscaping

1,485,000

Allowance for landscaping to surrounding pavement, 4,500m2 @ 330

1,485,000

Contingencies

11,075,000

Construction contingency @ 5%

7,262,250

Design reserve @ 2.5%

3,812,681

Sub-total (rounded)

14,039,000

237.31

100%

Total commercial office and retail units (rounded)

156,320,000

2,642.33

100%

2
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Partner
nic.disanto@alineaconsulting.com
Michael Grover
MEP Senior Surveyor
Michael Grover@alineaconsulting.com

We try to ensure that our clients and their teams gain
the best possible advice from us, by applying insight
and learning from both live projects and research
studies. This is why we have been committed to
research from the day we launched.
Whilst data and information are the lifeblood of
our business, we understand that they alone do not
represent knowledge – which requires analysis, insight
and questioning.
For these reasons we involve everyone at alinea, and
we share our desire to innovate across borders: of
discipline, geography and perspective. That way, we
can learn from each other.

Rachel Coleman
Associate Research Analyst
rachel.coleman@alineaconsulting.com
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We also like to hear what you think and welcome any
views you might have. Do please feel free to contact
any of us.

alinea consulting LLP
90 Cannon Street
London, EC4N 6HA
alineacostconsulting.com

